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-property guided design of
a highly sensitive probe to image nitrosative stress
in the pathology of stroke†
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Yun-Bi Lu,c Yongzhou Hu, a Feng Han*b and Xin Li *a

In vivo real-time imaging of nitrosative stress in the pathology of stroke has long been a formidable

challenge due to both the presence of the blood–brain barrier (BBB) and the elusive nature of reactive

nitrogen species, while this task is also informative to gain a molecular level understanding of

neurovascular injury caused by nitrosative stress during the stroke episode. Herein, using

a physicochemical property-guided probe design strategy in combination with the reaction-based probe

design rationale, we have developed an ultrasensitive probe for imaging nitrosative stress evolved in the

pathology of stroke. This probe demonstrates an almost zero background fluorescence signal but

a maximum 1000-fold fluorescence enhancement in response to peroxynitrite, the nitrosative stress

marker. Due to its good physicochemical properties, the probe readily penetrates the BBB after

intravenous administration, and quickly accumulates in mice brain to sense local vascular injuries. After

accomplishing its imaging mission, the probe is easily metabolized and therefore won't cause safety

concerns. These desirable features make the probe competent for the straightforward visualization of

nitrosative stress progression in stroke pathology.
Stroke is an acute episode of focal dysfunction of the brain,
spinal cord or retina lasting longer than 24 h.1 It is one of the
most dangerous diseases with a high rate of mortality and
disability. Despite recent remarkable advances in its treatment
and prevention, stroke remains the second single most frequent
cause of death for people older than 60 years and the rst cause
of permanent disability.2 With the aging of the world's pop-
ulation, the global burden of stroke keeps increasing. In
consequence, there is a pressing need to continue investigating
the mechanism, prevention and treatment of this devastating
disease. Several key players contribute to neuronal injury and
death following stroke, including oxidative and nitrosative
stress, excitotoxicity, and inammation,3 among which, the
damaging role of nitrosative stress is attracting increasing
research interest. Nitrosative stress is represented by the over-
production of peroxynitrite (ONOO�) during both cerebral
ischemia and subsequent reperfusion.4,5 It facilitates the
demise of the penumbra by protein nitration, lipid
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peroxidation, DNA oxidation, mitochondrial damage, activation
or inhibition of various signaling pathways, and blood–brain
barrier (BBB) breakdown.6 Due to its ultrahigh toxicity, it is
emerging as an attractive molecular target for therapeutic
intervention.6

One of the main challenges in the development of ONOO�-
targeted stroke treatment is the ideal timing and dosage of
medication, as this determines a lot of clinical outcomes.7 A
technology capable of spatiotemporally mapping nitrosative
stress during stroke onset and progression would improve
people's understanding of when and how ONOO� over-
production contributes to stroke pathology, yielding straight-
forward information for treatment design. However, this has
long been a forbidden task due to the extremely short half-life of
ONOO� and its non-genetic origin.8,9 Recent advances in
reaction-based small-molecule uorescent probes provide the
possibility to track elusive small biomolecules in their local
environments.10,11 Actually, for targeting ONOO�, there have
been several robust probes reported that were conrmed for
their specicity and capability to image nitrosative stress in the
context of inammation,12–16 kidney injury,17 hepatotoxicity,18–21

and heart disease.22,23 However, the context of the neurovascular
unit is more formidable due to the presence of the blood–brain
barrier (BBB). Actually, due to the rigid planar structure of most
uorophores which is essential for their emissive properties,
few probes have been reported to readily penetrate the BBB and
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 281–289 | 281
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realize the non-invasive imaging of stroke events. Herein, we
reported our physicochemical-property guided design of an
ultrasensitive uorogenic probe, which demonstrates desirable
brain distribution aer intravenous injection to fulll the direct
observation of nitrosative stress during stroke onset and
progression.

Results and discussion
Physicochemical-property guided probe design

To image local nitrosative stress during stroke onset, it is
necessary for the probe to readily penetrate the BBB and accu-
mulate there to a desirable concentration. Similar to the prin-
ciples in drug development, we assume that the
physicochemical properties of a probe should play a key role in
determining its in vivo absorption and distribution properties.
To rationally design a probe with promising brain absorption
and distribution properties, we screened a set of classical uo-
rescent dyes with sufficient brightness for their partition coef-
cient between water and oil (log P), which is the fundamental
principle for BBB permeability (Fig. 1a).24 Log P measurements
were conducted with a shake ask n-octanol/water partition
experiment. The results showed that among the eight uo-
rophores commonly used for bio-imaging (Fig. S1†), the benzo-
BODIPY scaffold (F4) showed a log P of 2.60 which falls into the
suggested threshold of 2–5 proposed by Hitchcock et al. for
Fig. 1 Physicochemical-property guided fluorescent probe design for
non-invasive imaging of ONOO� during stroke in live mice. (a) Parti-
tion coefficients (log P) of classical fluorophores were determined and
benzo-BODIPY (F4) was predicted to have a potentially good BBB
permeability. (b) Electron-rich phenols may be oxidized to quinine by
ONOO� and this reaction has been used as a trigger for ONOO� probe
development. (c) Probes B545a and B545b were designed based on
the F4 fluorophore which showed desirable log P for BBB perme-
ability. B545a and B545b were hypothesized to undergo a biocom-
patible reaction with ONOO� to be transformed into highly
fluorescent products.
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possible BBB permeability (Fig. 1a).24 Moreover, F4 also
demonstrated a moderate water solubility of 250 mM as deter-
mined by the UV-Visible spectrophotometric method (Fig. S2†).
Besides, F4was quite bright with a quantum yield (F) of 0.788 in
aqueous solution. All these physicochemical and photophysical
properties make the F4 uorophore a desirable starting point
for probe development.

Given the reactivity of ONOO� to oxidize electron-rich
phenols into quinines which has been utilized with a high
degree of success for ONOO� probe design (Fig. 1b),25–30 the p-
hydroxyl aniline moiety was selected as a reaction trigger for
ONOO� sensing, and probes B545a and B545b were designed
(Fig. 1c). We envisioned that probes B545a and B545b should
have little uorescence due to the free rotation between the
uorophore and the p-hydroxyl aniline moiety, while the p-
hydroxyl aniline moiety should be readily oxidized by ONOO�

under biological conditions, yielding a uorophore structurally
similar to F4 with strong uorescence. And this change in probe
uorescence intensity may be recorded as a signal output for
ONOO� sensing.

Probes B545a and B545b were facilely synthesized by the
nucleophilic substitution of a-chloro benzo-BODIPY with the
corresponding anilines referring to literature procedures.31

Their structures were characterized by both NMR spectroscopy
and HRMS analysis.
Validating the reactivity of probes B545a and B545b towards
ONOO�

Initially, the performance of the two probes in response to
ONOO� was evaluated in PBS buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4). As ex-
pected, the probes alone were barely uorescent (5 mM),
presumably due to the energy consumption caused by the free
rotation of the phenol ring around the BODIPY ring (Fig. S3a†).
However, the addition of ONOO� (10 mM) triggered almost
a simultaneous uorescence intensity increase of the two
probes, with probe B545b giving a more dramatic increase (741-
fold) than B545a (5-fold) (Fig. S3b†). We presume that the better
sensitivity of B545b is due to the additional methoxyl group
ortho to the hydroxyl group which is electron-donating and in
consequence makes the electron transferring reaction towards
ONOO� more efficient. B545b was then selected as a candidate
probe for ONOO� detection and its responsive features were
studied in detail under biologically relevant conditions (PBS,
10 mM, pH 7.4).

First, changes in the absorptive spectra of B545b in response
to various doses of ONOO� were examined. As shown in Fig. 2a,
B545b showed its maximum absorption at 508 nm (3 23 350)
attributed to the p / p* absorption of the BODIPY core.
However, the intensity of this band decreased gradually with
increasing dose of ONOO�. And a slight blue shi of the
maximum absorbance wavelength (498 nm) was observed,
suggesting that the benzo-BODIPY scaffold remained largely
intact under this condition while the newly formed substitution
demonstrated a lower auxochromic effect compared to the p-
hydroxyl aniline moiety. This observation agrees with the
proposed dearylation reaction of B545b induced by ONOO�.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 2 UV-Vis and fluorescence response of probe B545b to ONOO�.
(a) Absorption spectra of B545b (10.0 mM) before and after being
treated with various amounts of ONOO�. (b) Fluorescence spectra of
probe B545b (5.0 mM) before and after treatment with ONOO� at
indicated final concentrations. (c) Time-lapse emission of B545b (5.0
mM) at 545 nm in response to ONOO�. (d) Fluorescence intensity of
B545b (5.0 mM) at 545 nm after treatment with various biologically
related species. (1) Probe blank, (2) NO, (3) NO2

�, (4) NO3
� (5) H2O2, (6)

THBP, (7) cOH, (8) 1O2 (9) O2
�, (10) ClO�, (11) GSH, (12) Cys, (13) Zn2+,

and (14) Cu2+. All analytes were kept at a final concentration of 100 mM
except ONOO� which was kept at 10 mM. All measurements were
carried out at ambient temperature with excitation at 475 nm and
emission at 545 nm.
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Then, the uorescence titration experiment was performed,
and an increase of B545b emission intensity was observed aer
ONOO� treatment. The increase was ONOO� dose-dependent
(Fig. 2b). Plotting the B545b emission intensity at 545 nm
versus ONOO� concentration gave an exponential dependence
(Fig. S4†), suggesting a positive correlation between the ONOO�

concentration and B545b uorescence intensity. Notably, even
a trace amount of ONOO� as low as 50 nM could still trigger an
8-fold enhancement of B545b emission intensity (Fig. S5†). An
ONOO� concentration as low as 0.5 nM can induce a statisti-
cally signicant increase of B545b uorescence (Fig. S6†). All
these results suggest the high sensitivity of B545b, supported by
both its weak background signal and the high quantum yield of
the F4 uorophore.

Next, the kinetic properties of the detection reaction were
studied. For this purpose, B545b uorescence was recorded in
a time-lapsed way before and aer ONOO� treatment. An
immediate increase of B545b uorescence was observed as
ONOO� was added, and the increase plateaued in 10 seconds
(Fig. 2c), suggesting the ultrafast detection kinetics of B545b for
ONOO�.

The selectivity of B545b for ONOO� was tested by recording
its uorescence response towards various biologically related
species especially reactive oxidative species. It turned out that
only ONOO� could switch on the uorescence of B545b
(Fig. 2d). It is noteworthy that B545b could still respond to
ONOO� with a similar degree of uorescence enhancement
even in the presence of other biologically related species,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
suggesting its potential applicability for detecting ONOO� in
a complex environment.

As the H+ concentration is modestly increased in ischemic
tissues in early stages of ischemia as a result of lactic acidosis
which leads to a decrease in pH to 6.4–6.7,32 it is therefore
necessary to check the effect of surrounding pH on the detec-
tion sensitivity of B545b. As shown in Fig. S7,† B545b in various
pH surroundings responded to a set dose of ONOO� with
a similar degree of uorescence increase, suggesting that B545b
should be able to image ONOO� with a similar degree of
sensitivity in the acidied bio-microenvironments.

Finally, aer conrming the sensitive and selective uores-
cence switch-on response of B545b to ONOO�, we monitored
the detection reaction with a liquid chromatograph equipped
with a mass detector (LC-MS) to make further conrmation on
the detection mechanism. Treating B545b with ONOO� caused
an ONOO�-dose dependent decrease of the B545b signal in the
chromatogram while the emergence of a peak whose molecular
weight agrees well with the proposed detection product in
Fig. 1c (Fig. S8–S10†).

B545b safety and BBB permeability evaluation

Having conrmed the good performance of probe B545b as
a uorogenic probe for sensing ONOO� in aqueous solution, we
then tested its cytotoxicity and BBB permeability as a further
evaluation of its bio-imaging applicability. With a CCK8 assay,
B545b was found to cause a negligible effect on the viability of
EA.hy926 cells (Fig. S11†), implying its safety for bio-imaging.

The log P of B545b was measured to be 2.7 by the shake ask
n-octanol/water partition experiment, which, as expected, falls
into the scope of 2–5 proposed by Hitchcock et al. for possible
BBB permeability.24 To make further conrmation, the BBB
permeability of B545b was determined with the classical phar-
macokinetic techniques (intravenous administration and tissue
sampling).33 Mice were administered with B545b (5 mg kg�1) via
intravenous injection, and then sacriced at different time
intervals to measure B545b concentrations in the brain and
plasma. As shown in Fig. S12,† due to its desirable physico-
chemical properties, B545b accumulates easily in the brain tissue,
and a brain-to-plasma concentration ratio of 5 was observed in
mice 30 min aer probe administration. Moreover, B545b is
easily metabolized. Its plasma and brain concentration dropped
signicantly in 2 h aer administration. This good brain uptake,
but non-retention pharmacokinetic properties, of B545b is espe-
cially desirable, as this should decrease its risk on brain function.

B545b-aided observation of ONOO� formation in endothelial
cells

To test the sensitivity of B545b to image ONOO� in live cells, we
rst optimized its working concentration for live cell staining.
EA.hy926 cells were rst treated with 3-morpholinosydnoni-
mine (SIN-1, 0.06 mM), an ONOO� donor,34 to up-regulate
intracellular ONOO� levels. Aer being stained with B545b of
various concentrations for 30 min, cells were observed under
a confocal microscope. The results showed that the intracellular
B545b uorescence increased in a probe dose-dependent way,
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 281–289 | 283
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and signicant brightness was observed at a concentration of
0.5 mM (Fig. S13†). Furthermore, B545b at 0.5 mM also worked
well to image endogenous ONOO� in cells induced by oxygen-
glucose deprivation stimulation (OGD, 4 hours).35 This
suggests that a B545b concentration of 0.5 mM should be
sufficient for imaging experiments (Fig. S14†).

Then, the capability of B545b to image various degrees of
nitrosative stress in EA.hy926 cells was studied. Cells were rst
stimulated with various doses of SIN-1 for 60 min to induce
various degrees of nitrosative stress, and then were stained with
B545b for 30 min. The intracellular B545b uorescence was
observed to increase in a SIN-1 dose-dependent way (Fig. 3a and
b), indicating the positive correlation between B545b uores-
cence and the degree of nitrosative stress. It is noteworthy that
B545bwas able to track the dynamic progression of intracellular
nitrosative stress induced by SIN-1 stimulation. As shown in
Fig. 3c and 3d, when EA.hy926 cells were rst loaded with B545b
(30 min incubation) and then stimulated with SIN-1, the intra-
cellular B545b uorescence gradually intensied as SIN-1
Fig. 3 Imaging SIN-1 induced ONOO� in EA.hy926 endothelial cells. (a
stained with B545b (0.5 mM) for 30min. (b) Quantified B545b fluorescence
loaded with B545b and then stimulated with SIN-1 (1 mM). (d) Quantified
change compared with control. DAPI (40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) c
405 nm). B545b fluorescence was collected at 560–620 nm with lex 54

284 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 281–289
stimulation proceeded. These results taken together suggest
the sensitivity of B545b to image intracellular nitrosative stress.

Next, the selectivity of B545b for ONOO� in live endothelial
cells was studied. For this purpose, cells were rst treated with
ONOO� scavengers,36–38 and then were stimulated with SIN-1 or
OGD. The results showed that neutralizing ONOO� with these
scavengers signicantly decreased SIN-1 or OGD induced B545b
uorescence (Fig. 4), suggesting the selectivity of B545b for
ONOO� in live cells.
In vivo real-time imaging of the ONOO�
ux incurred by brain

microvessel occlusion

Having conrmed the sensitivity and selectivity of probe B545b
for ONOO� in live cells, and its good BBB permeability, we then
tested its ability to image ONOO� induced by brain vascular
injury in mice. First, a photothrombosis-induced focal ischemia
model was used to evaluate its ability to track the ONOO�

ux
incurred by brain microvessel occlusion in live mice. For this
) Cells were incubated with various doses of SIN-1 for 1 h, and then
in (a) (mean� S.E.M, n¼ 4). (c) Time-lapse series of EA.hy926 cells first
B545b fluorescence in (c). Data are presented as a densitometric ratio
ounterstaining indicates nuclear localization (blue, lem 420–480, lex
3 nm. ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, and *P < 0.1 versus control.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 4 Characterization of B545b specificity for ONOO� in endothelial cells. (a) Scavenging ONOO� with uric acid (100 mM) or FeTPPS (1 mM)
inhibited SIN-1 induced B545b fluorescence. (b) Pretreating cells with uric acid (100 mM), FeTPPS (1 mM) or TEMPO (300 mM) 1 h prior to OGD
exposure (4 h) significantly suppressed B545b fluorescence. (c and d) Quantification of B545bmean fluorescence intensity (mean� S.E.M, n¼ 4)
in (a) and (b). Data are presented as a densitometric ratio change compared with control. DAPI counterstaining indicates nuclear localization
(blue, lex 405 nm and lem 420–480 nm). B545b fluorescence was collected at 560–620 nm with lex 543 nm. ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 versus
control, ###P < 0.001, and ##P < 0.01 versus SIN-1 or OGD.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 281–289 | 285
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purpose, B545b was administered to mice through tail injection.
One hour later, the mice were subjected to laser irradiation to
induce microvessel occlusion and hence ischemic injury.39

Simultaneously B545b uorescence in the occluded area was
recorded using an in vivo two-photon laser scanning microscope
(TPLSM) (Fig. 5a). As shown in Fig. 5b, which represents the time
series of images from a continuous time-lapse movie (S1), B545b
uorescence was switched on simultaneously as the intravascular
clot occurred, suggesting the immediate overproduction of
ONOO� in response to clot formation. Interestingly, a trace
amount of B545b uorescence was also observed around the
clotted region once the clot was formed but decreased soon as
ischemia progressed, leaving the clotted site which is the major
site of ONOO� overproduction. This result suggests that B545b
can efficiently detect the burst of pathologic ONOO� and can
visualize the dynamic changes of ONOO� in a temporally and
spatially resolved way. The result also provides the direct proof
for the instant overproduction of ONOO� in vascular injury.
Detecting ONOO� production in the brain parenchyma aer
vascular injury

Having conrmed the ability of B545b to track the burst of
ONOO� in the clotted microvessel region, we then tested
Fig. 5 In vivo real-time imaging of the endogenous ONOO�
flux incurr

imental methods for microvessel occlusion and imaging. First, probe B
microvessel occlusion was induced by photothrombosis, and imaged u
series images representing individual frames from a continuous time lap
response to vascular occlusion in live mice. (c) Individual fluorescence o

286 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 281–289
whether it could also detect ONOO� production in the brain
parenchyma aer vascular injury. For this purpose, an intra-
luminal middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) model was
used to induce cerebral infarction.40 Mice were administered
with B545b through tail injection. 20 min later, the mice were
subjected to transient MCAO of 0.5 h or 1 h. An in vivo imaging
system (IVIS) showed the MCAO-related activation of B545b
uorescence in the ipsilateral side of brain 0.5 h aer MCAO
(Fig. 6a). Ischemic injury evokes a cellular stress response,
which involves the expression of FasL. As shown in Fig. 6b, an
elevation in FasL expression was observed in MCAO mice,
which indicated the damage induced by ischemic injury.41

Observation of the tissues under a confocal microscope (Fig. 6c)
revealed that B545b uorescence increased mainly in the cortex
and partly in the striatum of the le brain. There was no
signicant Nissl staining in the ipsilateral brain at least 0.5 and
1 h aer ischemia (Fig. 6d). The control group with B545b
administration but no MCAO treatment demonstrated negli-
gible B545b uorescence while B545b uorescence was signif-
icantly improved in the brain tissues from MCAO-treated mice.
This result suggests that a transient ischemia of 30 min, even
without reperfusion injury, is sufficient enough to cause nitro-
sative stress injury to the brain parenchyma. It should be noted
ed by brain microvessel occlusion. (a) Schematic illustration of exper-
545b and FITC–dextran were intravenously injected into mice. Then,
sing a two-photon laser scanning microscope (TPLSM). (b) The time-
se movie which showed the dynamic B545b fluorescence change in
f B545b and FITC in the photothrombosis model.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 6 Imaging ofONOO� accumulation afterMCAO in the brain parenchyma. (a) Cerebral imaging and analysis. AfterB545b administration, themice
were treated with MCAO for 0.5 or 1 h. The whole brains were scanned using a Maestro in vivo imaging system with a 480 nm excitation wavelength
and a 560 nm filter. (b) Immunofluorescence staining of FasL (green) and DAPI (blue) in the brain after B545b injection andMCAO treatment. Scale bar
¼ 50 mm. (c) Confocal imaging of brain slices with the B545b signal (red) and DAPI (blue). B545b fluorescence was collected at 500–540 nmwith lex
488 nm. B545b fluorescence significantly increased 0.5 h after MCAO in the ischemic brain. The white dotted lines show the brain sections and the
yellow dotted lines show the ischemic region of brain. Scale bar ¼ 1 mm. (d) Nissl staining with the whole brain sections. Scale bar ¼ 1 mm.

Edge Article Chemical Science
that an MCAO of 60 min gave weaker B545b uorescence than
an MCAO of 30 min, which may be due to the quick metabolism
of B545b, as shown in Fig S12.†
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Conclusions

In summary, using a physicochemical-property guided probe
design strategy, we have developed a uorogenic probe B545b
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 281–289 | 287
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for imaging ONOO� during the onset of stroke. The probe
demonstrates an extremely weak background signal but
signicant brightness upon ONOO� stimulation, which makes
it sensitive enough to trap endogenously produced pathological
ONOO�. Moreover, due to its desirable physicochemical prop-
erties including its partition coefficient between water and oil
and moderate water solubility, B545b can be administered
intravenously to mice and it readily penetrates the brain blood
barrier. These advantages make B545b sensitive enough to track
the ONOO�

ux in clotted microvessels, and to image ischemia-
induced brain parenchymal damage. Facilitated by B545b,
immediate ONOO� overproduction accompanying thrombus
formation was observed. Moreover, ONOO� overproduction in
the brain parenchyma was also observed at the early stage of
ischemia. This information should be helpful for the design of
future anti-oxidant therapy for stroke. These results highlight
B545b as a promising tool to probe the molecular role of
ONOO� in the progression of neurovascular injury in stroke.
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